
ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE ISSUES OF HARVESTING AND PROCUREMENT OF RAW 

COTTON AND SETTLEMENTS WITH PRODUCERS 

 

How seed cotton is procured and farmers are paid in Turkey?  

 

1- Seed cotton trade is free in Turkey. However, there were some restrictions in the past to 

avoid misuse of the subsidies given to cotton harvested in Aegean region and to promote its 

quality which resembles the policy of China applied to Xinjiang province. It was very ordinary 

to see seed cotton moving from our southeast provinces to Aegean region in those days. 

Though this trade was blocked after strict measures taken, it continued in the form of 

pressed bales as the premium paid was easily justifying transportation costs. 

 

2- Currently, farmers deliver their production to the ginners and are paid at the market level 

or make an agreement with ginner to fix the price later. 

 

3- Apart from these, farmers get subsidies directly from government with certain 

documents. These documents include “farmer’s receipt” which reads owner of seed cotton, 

quantity, price and quality. Land registration certificate or copy of rent agreement with land 

owner is also added.  

 

4- Since 1998, annually announced subsidies are paid directly to farmers. The steps of 

payment in brief are as follows: 

  

a- Farmer applies to local office of the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock before 

planting for registration to the Farmer Registration System which is abbreviated as ÇKS in 

Turkish. Local officers check and verify the application of farmer after planting by deploying 

several techniques including agricultural mapping and crop assessment by satellite images or 

site visits to farms by agricultural engineers.  

 

b- After production of seed cotton and delivery to the ginner, farmers are given a Receipt. 

Afterwards, this Receipt is presented to the local office of Ministry of Food, Agriculture and 

Livestock together with some other documents. After checking the documents, Ministry 

authorizes contracted bank to credit farmer’s account. 

  

c- The calculation of the amount of subsidy in cotton is based on a maximum of 625 kgs yield 

per decare (1/10 of hectare) for the main (first) plantings. However, in second plantings, the 

amount of subsidy is calculated based on a maximum of 400 kgs yield per decare 

  

d- One of the main documents that farmers are asked is an invoice proving purchase of 

certified seed by farmer. Quantity purchased should verify an amount of 2 kgs per decare in 

minimum. Farmers cannot receive this subsidy payment unless they present such an invoice.  

 

5- Ginning starts in September and ends by March latest. This may explain why some 

farmers would rather leave their cotton at gin as consignment where price to be fixed later 

mainly at seller’s call at a mutually agreed basis of a local bourse than close their account by 

selling promptly. 

 


